Sirtfi WG google folder:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_4zo_qJdqz1ugZD9MfPUKt_OID6elHVr

April 21, 2022
Attending: Tom B, Pal A, Alan B
Regrets: Dave K, David C, Romain W, Sven G, Mario R, David G

Agenda:
1. Consultation update
2. Review progress on guidance docs. Cf. To Do list.
3. Should those wishing to attest to v1 be able to use the v2 versions of the v1 assertions for that purpose [Yes]? Perhaps this needs to be specifically enabled.
4. AOB

Collision with the WISE meeting was unforeseen, resulting in reduced attendance. Members present reviewed progress on updating guidance docs. Overall status of that is reflected in updates to the Status column in the To Do list as well as numerous editorial changes in the docs themselves.